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We are in the business to be “engaging, always.” So the 
people who work here are a highly engaged group. There are 
photographers, bass guitar players, PhDs, lawyers, stand-up 
comics, synchronized swimmers (yes, we have one). And every 
day they bring their unique perspective and skills to engaging 
people with the brands and issues that matter to them. 
To learn more, go to webershandwick.com. 

what engages you?
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FOUNDERS

W hen the Council of Public Relations Firms was created 15 years ago, it 
would have been hard to predict the dramatic changes that have since 
unfolded in the marketing communications industry. Back then, says 

Steve Cody, managing partner and co-founder of Peppercomm, “There was nobody to 
represent the interest of PR firms, which were too often seen as second-class citizens in 
marketing communications.” 

Writer Julie Liesse asked executives from 15 of the Council’s founding member 
firms that helped oversee the Council’s creation to reflect on key moments and cam-
paigns that exemplify how the role of public relations has evolved over that time frame.

Looking back over the past 15 years, can you pinpoint a pivotal moment for your 
firm or, more broadly, for the PR industry as a whole?

DAVE SENAY, president-CEO
FleishmanHillard
Council Chair 2013-2014
“In the ’90s, we saw a convergence of three factors that laid the 
groundwork for a resurgence in the PR industry. One was the In-
ternet—remember that the informal birthday of the Internet was 

1994—and suddenly communications was happening at the speed of now. We didn’t 
grasp it back then, but it was fueling a lot of growth. Second, globalization was actually 
happening by the late ’90s because we were getting companies from overseas coming 
west. And third, in the last 25 years we have had this incredible burst of democracy 
around the world. Look at the number of governments that self-defined as democra-
cies 25 years ago compared to 2000. That meant more free speech and freedom of 
expression. These three factors have supercharged our industry.”

DOUG SPONG, president
Carmichael Lynch Spong
“If I had to pick one moment in time, it would be 2007, when Face-
book exploded in popular culture. At the time, I don’t think most PR 
firms realized what a seismic shift it was for the industry; it opened 
the floodgates for social engagement. As an industry we histori-

cally have been dependent on gatekeepers—publishing organizations, third-party ex-
perts—who filter, edit, endorse what we do. Now organizations and brands have a direct 
one-to-one relationship with their stakeholders. Brands more than ever are publishing 
things that are educational, that inform—creating not just rational understanding, but 
an emotional resonance with the consumer.”

RICHARD EDELMAN, president-CEO
Edelman
“One of our big moments was to understand the possibilities of the 
Internet by taking a digital approach early. For instance, we had been 
doing the Butterball Turkey Talk-Line on the telephone since 1981. 
At some point we asked, ‘Could we do this online?’ We did that in 

1996 and got a really good response from it. What a natural thing: You email us a ques-
tion and we email you back. Now we are on Facebook and Twitter, and have live chat 
and email lines to answer consumers’ questions. Early on, we applied digital thinking 
to other brands. When our client Odwalla Inc. had an issue with contaminated fruit, 

we posted information online minute by minute as the situation unfolded. And then 
it really took off for us in 2008-09, when we started building digital embassies for our 
brands. Now, for instance, Samsung Mobile has 28 million friends on Facebook.” 

SABRINA HORN, president-CEO
HORN
 “In 2002, after the tech bubble burst, we opened our New York of-
fice. Client budgets were tight, so we set about finding other ways 
and things we could offer. I would ask my clients, ‘If you are not 
going to spend money on PR now, what do you need?’ It might be a 

video or collateral material or something on the Internet—at that point ‘digital com-
munications’ was not a term that was used at all. So I said, ‘Let’s build an interactive 
group.’ We acquired a Web design shop in addition to building a social media business. 
We brought onboard the first client in what turned out to be our ad tech practice in 
New York. Before digital was a common term, we tried to build it in-house.”

KAREN VAN BERGEN, CEO
Porter Novelli
 “For many of us in PR, the past 15 years represent an unprece-
dented process of evolution that has consistently brought us closer 
to what we always believed public relations could do and achieve 
for the brands and businesses that used the discipline wisely. As the 

communications landscape has broadened to encompass new outlets, tools, best prac-
tices and platforms, and as the voices of consumers, bloggers and other advocates have 
been amplified to equal the most venerated traditional platforms, extraordinary possi-
bilities have become daily realities. Public relations is now the central discipline within 
communications, driving the strategic conversations that align brands and businesses 
with the most appropriate audiences to achieve measurable, long-term benefits. PR is 
no longer about access to traditional media outlets, who has the biggest Rolodex and 
how many impressions you can tally. Instead it is a skill that hinges on real, actionable 
strategic insights into brand, business, audience and platforms.” 

Can you share your memory of a particularly rewarding, successful or memorable 
client project you and your agency have worked on over this time frame?

MARGI BOOTH, chairman
M Booth
“One of our proudest moments was helping American Express co-
create Small Business Saturday four years ago. I think it is a semi-
nal program in the industry. The insight was that small businesses 
needed more customers and the holiday shopping season was the 

ideal time to make it happen. Small Business Saturday was an integrated communi-
cations program; we worked closely with several marketing agencies. We used Face-
book as a central point of the program, and to date have attracted 3.2 million ‘likes’ and 
shared over 2,000 stories. Government officials around the country have endorsed us, 
and we’ve added partners like FedEx, Foursquare and the U.S. Postal Service. Even the 
president makes sure to “Shop small” every year. The Small Business Saturday campaign 
totally changed the way people think about shopping at independent businesses, and 
helped bolster those businesses, so that now we are running our campaign year-round.”

Key moments and innovations spotlight public relations’ expanding universe  BY JULIE LIESSE

15 ON 15: COUNCIL FOUNDERS 
SHARE INDUSTRY HIGHLIGHTS
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DON BAER, worldwide chairman-CEO
Burson-Marsteller 
“For four or five years we have done a project for Intel, the Innova-
tion Economy project, targeted at the opinion elites in the policy 
world in D.C.  In 2008, when the economy was particularly grim, 
we were trying to show that Intel and the tech sector could be a 

catalyst to move us forward economically. We put together a program, and instead 
of distributing white papers or calling up reporters offering interviews, we developed 
a whole engagement program around content and partnerships designed to amplify 
that content. We partnered with the Aspen Institute to be the principal content part-
ner and, together with Intel, held a major conference at the end of 2009, bringing 
together leading thinkers around the idea of innovation and economic growth.”

JEFFREY SHARLACH, chairman-CEO
JeffreyGroup
“More and more we are seeing the breakdown between what we 
consider PR, digital communications and paid advertising. In a lot 
of the programs we do—and I think this is unique about PR—
there is an educational and informational component. For exam-

ple, with Nestlé [in Brazil] we were giving people information about fitness, not just 
selling cereal. We really value opportunities like this, where we are doing something 
good for the company but also doing something good for society. I think today com-
munications is much more about creating that sort of shared value.” 

RENEE WILSON, president, North America
MSLGROUP
“One of the most rewarding examples of work dates back to 2006 
for our Philips Norelco client. In 2006, Philips introduced a revo-
lutionary new product to the market, Bodygroom, a total body 
groomer specifically designed to shave and trim, well, everywhere. 

To make the biggest impact, [we] took the product and its campaign website, shave 
everywhere.com, to the most irreverent of power influencers, Howard Stern. MSL-
GROUP also showcased the product at the Sundance Film Festival by challenging 
celebrities to defuzz kiwis and then at the International Home & Housewares Show 
by arranging a charity shave-off between burly firefighters. Shaveeverywhere.com be-
came an Internet sensation, attracting more than 1 million unique visitors within the 
first month alone. Not only did we help Philips achieve truly awesome business re-
sults, but we helped establish the power of the Internet in these kinds of campaigns.” 

 
STEVE CODY, managing partner and co-founder
Peppercomm 
“The project I thought about most is not a household word. We 
represented Tyco for some time right after [Tyco CEO] Dennis 
Kozlowski was sent to prison, and [we] were responsible for re-
habilitating their image. We won lots of awards for our work, and 

it is one of our best examples of a fully integrated campaign. We had been asked to 
handle a full reboot of Tyco as it split into three companies; they asked us to handle 
the rebranding of the fire protection and security business—online and offline, ex-
ternal and internal. We listened to investors, community leaders, employees. What 
we heard informed the communications we came back with and drove the design of 
internal communications, website, content, speeches and external communications. 
This campaign represented the single best example I have seen of first listening to the 
constituent audience and figuring out the best ways to engage.”

ANDY POLANSKY, CEO
Weber Shandwick
“When I think about that time horizon, I realize we have a number 
of great long-standing clients. One campaign that we have handled 
for nearly 20 years is our work for the nation’s milk processors, the 
‘Got Milk?’ milk mustache campaign—which is reflective of how 

PR has evolved. What’s interesting is that we were initially asked for activation ideas 
that would amplify the advertising messages in traditional earned media. But today, 
our role has evolved as the consumer, nutrition and communications landscape has 

evolved. We’ve gone from event- and advertising-based programs to an always-on 
approach focused on the key usage occasion for milk: breakfast. Our work has shown 
how PR efforts can drive dialog in the social community and, ultimately, influence 
consumer behavior. The milk campaign is a microcosm of how the business has 
evolved and a great example of the power of integrated marketing.”

What has been your proudest achievement in nontraditional PR over the last year—
something that has stretched the typical definition of the industry’s capabilities?

DONNA IMPERATO, president-CEO
Cohn & Wolfe
“We began our relationship with Nokia in an untraditional man-
ner, not as the PR firm but as agents for consumer engagement. 
The company was looking to launch a series of new phones in 
North America for the holiday season. We knew that despite some 

very innovative technology, we couldn’t just tell consumers about the new imaging 
capabilities; we had to show them. So we created an integrated campaign with earned, 
owned and paid elements—a series of unusual demonstrations designed to be shared 
and proving just how amazing the new phones really were. We weren’t afraid to go 
head-to-head with our competitors to showcase the imaging benefits to consumers, 
including strapping the phone to a roller coaster and recording a street band in a 
New York City subway station. We also leveraged the power of influencers by film-
ing a private concert with Ed Sheeran and created a series of educational videos on 
photography techniques with Nev Schulman. In the end, we were able to capture the 
power of the new phones and tell a very engaging story.”

FRED COOK, CEO
GolinHarris
“One of the things we are very focused on at GolinHarris is real-time 
marketing, and one of our campaigns this year really capitalized on 
that. Lollapalooza was in town here in Chicago and, although our 
client Fruttare [from Unilever] wasn’t a sponsor, we wanted to be 

part of the action. Our team on the Bridge listening station monitored the social media 
conversation among the 250,000 people coming in for the concerts on the weekend. We 
found people who were posting or tweeting that needed assistance: Their phone batter-
ies had died or they needed water or suntan lotion. We had a team of six bicyclists with 
Fruttare-branded bikes and coolers. We’d tell the person to meet our Fruttare bicyclist 
at a certain area where we would charge their phone, or give them water or sunblock—
and a Fruttare bar. We had more online conversation than the official sponsors did.”

ROB FLAHERTY, CEO
Ketchum
“We are proud of our work for Zoetis, the multibillion-dollar spin-
off of Pfizer that specializes in animal health. Zoetis represented 
the largest IPO since Facebook went public, and we planned a ma-
jor campaign to launch the company. It was a truly cross-function-

al integrated marketing campaign: paid advertising, full digital platforms on three 
screens, a brand identity campaign, investor relations and, of course, Zoetis executives 
ringing the bell on the New York Stock Exchange on the day of the IPO. As we move 
toward a world of paid, shared, earned and owned media, this was a tremendous 
example of bringing all those disciplines together around the launch. It also is a great 
example of PR being in the lead seat.” 

PHIL NARDONE, president and founder
PAN Communications
“Our marketing team launched a CMO series, including events 
and videos. This series was designed to enrich our knowledge for 
client work and to grow PAN’s thought leadership presence. In the 
first event in June, expert panelists discussed the effects digital dis-

ruption has had on the marketing world. The campaign has continued with video 
interviews and media placements, and the team is gearing up for another panel event 
this fall. We have also expanded our service offerings with creative services: Web de-
sign, video production, etc. All are necessary in today’s integrated and visual world.” •

FOUNDERS
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BY NANCY GIGES

CONTENT

F rom creating branded content to renting or buy-
ing it, content strategy today is a booming field—
and public relations firms are right in the middle 

of it. They’re building internally as well as hiring special-
ists or contracting with other companies to satisfy clients’ 
needs and demands. 

For public relations firms, the world of content plays to 
their  core capabilities—storytelling and audience engage-
ment—in traditional (earned) and paid media. The chal-
lenge comes in managing client needs and expanding the 
skill sets necessary to stay ahead of the competition as mar-
keters, ad agencies and publishers all scramble to find their 
own new-content niches. 

“The situation we find ourselves in now is a conflu-
ence of a complete destruction of business models,” says 
Christopher Graves, global CEO, Ogilvy Public Relations. 
“Every company feels it needs to be confident in develop-
ing its own content, and every agency feels that it’s their 
future as well. 

“The most important thing about this is that if you do 
it wrong, you create ineffective vanity publishing on behalf 
of your client,” he says. “If you do it well, you create very 
powerful tools that will help propel your clients’ business 
and reputation ambitions. The real differentiator here is: ‘Is 
it effective content?’ ”

 “Without question, the lines around the whole market-
ing-services mix have blurred,” says Chris Perry, president-
digital, Weber Shandwick. “In the case of branded content, 
I’m not sure there are lines. This is the dawn of a new era for 
the way marketing communications is going to be done.”  

At the Council of Public Relations Firms’ annual Criti-
cal Issues Forum in New York last month, experts dis-
cussed public relations’ role in branded content and the 
core issues that firms are facing. (For more on the Forum, 
themed “Content Frenzy,” see prfirms.org.) 

On a practical level, public relations professionals are 
working to figure out how to manage branded content, de-
ciding whether they should produce their own content, hire 
an outside producer or rent content from other sources.

Rebecca Lieb, an analyst at the Altimeter Group, says 
public relations firms have always been exceptionally adept 
at telling brand stories, but they must learn new skills and 
get into areas such as media buying in order to compete. 

Some firms and brands are already doing exceptional 
jobs, Ms. Lieb says, noting that it was Edelman, not an ad 
agency, that bought media on Twitter to promote client 
Samsung during the Consumer Electronics Show this past 
January, while Sharpie has been working with Ketchum to 
get earned media responses on Facebook and Twitter as 
part of content in paid media. •
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YOUR DOOR TO CONTENT CHOICESYOUR DOOR TO CONTENT CHOICES
You need content.  Which door do you take? You need content.  Which door do you take? 

RENT ITRENT IT BARN RAISEBARN RAISE

BUY ITBUY IT BUILD ITBUILD IT

Licensing, aggregating and curating content written 
by known, branded sources. 

Call on the community (employees, friends, partners, 
clients) to help OR via crowdsourcing platforms.

Paying for 3rd-party journalists and producers to 
create  custom content in all media.

Building a newsroom or content factory with your own 
pool of writers, editors, producers, and designers.

A� ordable. Low end of costs.

You get a constant feed of stories from hundreds 
or thousands of sources like a newsfeed or RSS 
feed tailored to your topics. 

Quality is assured since the work has already been 
used by major publications. Now di� erentiation since 
these stories appear elsewhere under another brand.

Make do with what others have already created.

Mostly painless.

Community pitches in. The value for crowdsourced 
ideas and executions run $500 to $50,000.

Can be agonizingly slow to get cooperation within 
an unpaid community of volunteers.  But the 
crowdsourcing platforms work well and quickly.

Quality is variable and depends on contributor pool.

Beggars can’t be choosers. Take what you get, though 
you can start contests for crowdsourced goals/briefs.

Unpaid contributors miss deadlines. However, using 
competition vendor platforms is low pain and timely.

Depends on volume and complexity.  

Flexibility to order up content but not instant delivery.  

Quality somewhat assured in that the platform rates 
the freelancers—but still some uncertainty in luck 
of the draw. You control the originality.

Original content comes at a price. You can keep 
ordering up custom content but it may bankrupt 
you eventually. 

With good all-service vendor, pain free.

Major commitment to talent and capital expenditure.

Total control to “newsjack” or execute real time 
marketing. Can order up your own stories and formats 
at will. Your speed depends only on your people.

Total control over your own quality—but this 
depends on the caliber of your talent which escalates 
in cost with experience. You control originality.

Depends entirely on in-house talent.

Migraine . Welcome to the media biz.
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or thousands of sources like a newsfeed or RSS 
feed tailored to your topics. 

Quality is assured since the work has already been 
used by major publications. Now di� erentiation since 
these stories appear elsewhere under another brand.

Make do with what others have already created.
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Flexibility to order up content but not instant delivery.  

Quality somewhat assured in that the platform rates 
the freelancers—but still some uncertainty in luck 
of the draw. You control the originality.

Original content comes at a price. You can keep 
ordering up custom content but it may bankrupt 
you eventually. 

With good all-service vendor, pain free.

Building a newsroom or content factory with your own 
pool of writers, editors, producers, and designers.

Major commitment to talent and capital expenditure.

Total control to “newsjack” or execute real time 
marketing. Can order up your own stories and formats 
at will. Your speed depends only on your people.

Total control over your own quality—but this 
depends on the caliber of your talent which escalates 
in cost with experience. You control originality.

Depends entirely on in-house talent.

Migraine . Welcome to the media biz.
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Content by Ogilvy Public Relations



Educator. Advocate. Thought leader. Standards raiser. Congratulations 
to the Council of PR Firms for being so much more than just 15.

porternovelli.com
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TRENDS

PR execs look at the next big trends, from content to media competition to Big Data   BY JULIE LIESSE

WHAT’S HOT FOR 2014

I t’s the season when CMOs, brand managers and their agencies start thinking 
about next year’s communications budgets and campaigns. The PR Factor writ-
ers checked in with leading public relations executives to ask what topics are 

being discussed at planning meetings. What issues, trends and technologies will make 
headlines in 2014?

1. IT’S ALL ABOUT THE CONTENT.
Daryl McCullough, CEO of Citizen Paine, says that public relations has shifted: “We 
have ratcheted up from content amplification to pure content that amplifies itself. 
For years, people have talked about something that they want to ‘make viral.’ There 
has been a ‘drumbeat shift’ in the understanding that you can’t just take a piece and 
make it viral ... there has to be an inspired quality to the work itself.” Yet branded 
content is booming—and public relations firms are in the middle of it. The Custom 
Content Council says spending on custom content rose 9.2% in 2012, to $43.9 billion.

2. AGENCIES FACE A JUMP BALL FOR CONTENT. 
As the maturation of social platforms puts a premium on engaging, relevant, fresh 
content, brand owners continue to search for the best ways to feed their new-content 
demands. Says Shawn Amos, founder and CEO, Freshwire, “PR will be built into 
content strategy right from the start. As users continue to be bombarded with con-
tent from all angles, it’ll be important to identify from the beginning the best digital 
and social distribution opportunities—both paid and earned—that make the most 

sense for the brand.” Yet all players in this area will face additional competition from 
automated content marketing systems. Leah Haran, senior VP at Airfoil Group, says 
Oracle’s purchase of Compendium, a cloud-based content marketing provider, will 
give clients another and potentially more affordable choice. “This has a lot of im-
plications and is going to create interesting challenges for those in marketing com-
munications because it introduces a completely new set of competitors and enables 
some clients to take the content function in house,” she says. 

3. PR FIRMS WILL INCREASINGLY BECOME COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT AGEN-
CIES OF CHOICE FOR CORPORATIONS AND BRANDS.
Doug Spong, president of Carmichael Lynch Spong, says public relations has “the 
opportunity to truly evolve as an industry by owning the community-management 
piece of marketing communications.” He says PR has innate advantages in handling 
communities on websites and social media. “The idea of managing a community 
like this is embedded in our historic DNA,” he says. “For instance, we are so used to 
responding to the daily news cycle and to speaking one-to-one. Our industry and 
particular agencies are well-positioned to own community management for brands, 
which is going to continue to grow in importance.” 

4. THE ‘YEAR OF MOBILE’ HAS ARRIVED. REALLY.
It goes beyond smartphone penetration. New platforms and channels have emerged, 
and they are only available in the mobile environment. And mobile commerce is 

HOW DO YOU 
            DRIVE  BUSINESS IN THE

CONVERSATION ECONOMY?
COMBINE DIGITAL, DATA AND THE HUMAN CONNECTION.

At MSLGROUP, we tell stories that matter. Stories that ignite conversations. Across every
media and across the globe. And they don’t just connect, they make a powerful human
connection. One that builds brands and reputations. Ignite your conversation. Contact
mike.russell@mslgroup.com.



www.ketchum.com

c a us e  i m p a c t
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growing by leaps and bounds. “If we broaden our thinking to include the explosion of 
tablet devices in addition to smartphones as well as wearable tech, and then layer on 
top of it the entire mobile application ecosystem, one can say with resolution that the 
‘Year of Mobile’ has in fact finally arrived,” says Chad Latz, worldwide president of the 
Digital Innovation Group at Cohn & Wolfe. He’s excited by wearable technology that 
includes not only Google Glass but also things such as Fitbit and Fuelband that allow 
wireless data collection and offer new hypertargeted communication opportunities.

5. BIG DATA IS IMPORTANT, BUT BIG INSIGHTS ARE CRITICAL.
Everyone is talking about Big Data, and more PR firms are equipped with their own 
research and analysis teams. But executives caution that data alone is not a solu-
tion. “Big Data is going to be one of the huge trends,” says Aedhmar Hynes, CEO 
of Text100. “We are going to be moving away from demographic data and more to 
the audience of one. But the most interesting thing is how do you do the effective 
analysis of that? How do you create the level of insight? We are all working on that.” 

6. RAPID CHANGE IS MAKING CAREERLONG TRAINING A NECESSITY.
Training new employees has always been critical. But today, all employees need to 
have technology, digital and social media skills, and agencies are recognizing that. At 
Porter Novelli, for example, training is important at every career level—but it puts 
special emphasis on the next generation of executive leaders, particularly women. 
“Women hold three out of four jobs in public relations but control only 20% of the 
senior leadership positions,” Porter Novelli CEO Karen van Bergen says. MSLGROUP 
also sees value in lifelong training in today’s environment. “There’s no question that 
the skill set today revolves around technology and remaining current with a world 
that is always changing,” says MSLGROUP North America Chief Talent Officer 
Maree Prendergast. 

7. PR AGENCIES WILL CONTINUE TO INCREASE THEIR PRESENCE IN PAID MEDIA.
GolinHarris CEO Fred Cook says, “It won’t be that we’re buying TV ads necessarily, 
but a lot of the campaigns we do will have paid components that will give them extra 

exposure online. Clients will need agencies that can cover more of the bases.” The 
focus on integrated campaigns means all agencies need to offer integrated solutions 
as companies vie for their share of paid, earned, shared and owned space.

8. DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS WILL GROW NOT JUST IN THE EXPECTED PLACE—
CONSUMER CAMPAIGNS—BUT IN LESS VISIBLE AREAS.
Digital communications will continue to grow not only in consumer areas but also 
in less visible areas such as investor relations, employee recruitment and business-to-
business contacts. Scott Chaikin, chairman-CEO of Dix & Eaton, points to the idea 
of “employer branding” as companies continue to have difficulty finding and retain-
ing skilled workers and global recruiters see a strong company brand as a critical 
asset in attracting top talent. Similarly, statistics show that 67% of the typical b-to-b 
buyer’s journey is now digital, while b-to-b marketers report their biggest challenge 
is producing enough content for these channels.

9. PR CREATIVE WILL BE RECOGNIZED IN LEADING INTERNATIONAL VENUES. 
For Ketchum CEO Rob Flaherty, 2013 has been a year for marketing to recognize the 
growing role of public relations firms in developing and leading creative efforts. “This 
year, I thought it was notable that all the big PR firms were at the Cannes Festival. I 
think it was a breakout year, with PR firms winning the PR awards,” he says. In the 
past ad agencies took home those honors. For example, Ketchum took home seven 
PR Lions (one Gold and six Bronze) and two Silver Promo & Activation Lions from 
Cannes. “We really turned it on this year, and that momentum will continue in 2014.”

10. PUBLIC RELATIONS WILL CONTINUE TO BE THE PLACE TO BE IN MARKETING 
COMMUNICATIONS. 
As employment in other media fields lags, Ken Makovsky, president of Makovsky, 
points out that public relations continues to grow as a profession. “The Bureau of 
Labor Statistics estimates a 23% increase in employment of PR specialists by 2020—
faster than the average for all occupations—largely as a result of the need for com-
panies to protect their reputations in today’s info-rich social ecosystem,” he says.

 
T E C H  P R  &  M A R C O M M

B E  P O S I T I V E LY  I M P O S S I B L E  TO  I G N O R E .

S i l i c o n  Va l l ey  |  D e t r o i t  |  Lo n d o n  |  H o n g  Ko n g

We help create the most exciting, interesting, unique, valuable and relevant “you” for all to see. 
Using every feather you’ve got to work with. Find out more at AirfoilGroup.com.
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TRAINING

T raining the next generation of public relations professionals has become a 
continuing process as fi rms strive to stay ahead of rapid changes in the in-
dustry. It starts before new hires come on board at PR fi rms and continues 

through every level of their careers.
“We’re doing 10 times more training at all stages of our employees’ careers, but 

it’s more specialized, more skills-based than it used to be,” says Fred Cook, CEO of 
GolinHarris. “We found that rather than attending Web-based sessions on broad 
topics, they prefer getting hands-on experience in small groups on a more frequent 
basis. We want to create an environment of continual, lifelong learning.”

Ongoing training is not just altruistic, public relations execs say; it benefi ts both 
learners and their PR fi rms.

“Not only does training expand [employees’] knowledge and allow them to stay 
current with industry trends to serve clients better,” says Elise Mitchell, CEO of 
Mitchell Communications Group, “it also allows team members to develop their 
leadership capabilities and business acumen to help the agency run as effectively 
as possible.”

Liz Kaplow, founder and CEO of Kaplow PR, believes that “a long-term ap-
proach to training and development is the key to retention. People value the op-
portunity to learn new things as they evolve in their careers. It is the heart of what 
drives them forward.”

Training starts when public relations fi rms hire college graduates from varied 
backgrounds. To identify potential employees, PR fi rms maintain close ties to col-
leges and universities to fi nd students and recent graduates in traditional public 
relations, communications and advertising disciplines—and, increasingly, in other 
fi elds that might not seem an obvious fi t for a career in public relations.

Ketchum diversifi es its talent base with “anthropologists, people with analytic 
skills, occupational psychologists,” says Sarah Barrett, partner and chief talent
offi cer.

Says Matt Makovsky, VP of Makovsky, “We’re all for nontradi-
tional skill sets coming into the business, such as analytics and statis-
tics. We’re always looking for people the industry might not typically 
attract.”

Porter Novelli starts even earlier than college, thanks to its “long-
standing relationship with the TORCH (Together Our Resources 
Can Help) Program, which provides underserved public high school 
students in New York with intensive exposure to career training and 
opportunities in communications and the arts while facilitating a 
meaningful way of increasing the diversity of the workforce in those 
industries,” Porter Novelli CEO Karen van Bergen says.

Internships are often a good way for the next generation to test 
the waters. Many PR fi rms offer immersive internships in which 
undergraduates, recent college grads and graduate students partner 
with agency teams on real-world projects for clients.

Mitchell Communications Group, for example, runs an all-ex-
penses-paid Big Break program for high-performing college seniors 
during the most common week of spring break. “It helps us attract 
ethnically diverse talent and raise awareness of our agency among 
graduating talent,” Ms. Mitchell says. 

When the next generation comes on board at PR fi rms, they bring 
technology, digital and social media skills that are often second na-
ture to them and that can turn the tables on who’s doing the training.

“While social media may feel new, different or optional to others, 

millennials have adopted social media as a lifestyle, and that can be a big asset to 
us,” says Jen Kelly, senior manager-learning and development at Waggener Edstrom. 
“We look at them as cultural or social anthropologists able to suss out and under-
stand emerging trends and technology.”

Some agencies, such as MSLGROUP North America, even offer formal reverse 
mentoring opportunities where younger staffers share their native expertise in digi-
tal and social media while learning the fundamentals from their mentors. “There’s 
no question that the skill set today revolves around technology and remaining cur-
rent with a world that is always changing,” says Maree Prendergast, chief talent offi -
cer at MSLGROUP North America. “Millennials teach the rest of us to be comfort-
able in a real-time world; they’re agents of change.”

Training doesn’t stop after a hire. PR fi rms invest in career training for new 
employees and offer continuing education and enrichment opportunities to estab-
lished employees. A number of companies have internal “universities” or “acad-
emies” that offer classroom sessions, Web training and activities designed to teach 
new skills or foster team-building and leadership.

Expanding its training to all employees, Ketchum this past year offered almost 
1,000 Ketchum University courses globally for staff members of “all different ca-
pabilities and competencies,” Ms. Barrett says. Meanwhile, the fi rm’s annual Camp 
Ketchum offers “a unique learning experience and immersion in our philosophy, 
programs and approaches focused on the goal of teams competing to win a real 
client challenge,” she says.

MSLGROUP also reaches out to employees at all stages of their careers through 
its MSL Academy, which has a dedicated, full-time staff offering training online, in 
classrooms and via off-site programs.

At FleishmanHillard, emphasis is put on ethics training, which the fi rm launched 
in 2004. “In 2013, we revisited—and energized—our internal ethics training,” says 

President-CEO Dave Senay. “We believe that building a strong foun-
dation on which to make ethical decisions and behave every day in 
a truly transparent manner with clients, partners, suppliers and one 
another is critical to our credibility, trust and long-term success.”

While Porter Novelli hosts training programs for every level, it 
puts particular emphasis on training the next generation of execu-
tive leaders, particularly women. Ms. van Bergen mentors several fe-
male colleagues around the world, and Porter Novelli offers specifi c 
training programs for mid-to-senior-level managers that focus on 
business development, “which we all know is a nonnegotiable re-
quirement for any senior leadership role,” she says.

Overall, public relations fi rms say they are committed to ongoing 
training for today’s employees at all levels of their careers in order 
to strengthen their companies for the future. Says Mr. Cook: “The 
way you change the course and capabilities of your company is one 
person at a time, by training them in new skills and hiring people 
with new perspectives.”

MSLGROUP’s Ms. Prendergast agrees: “In a world of constant 
change, we cannot underestimate the value of continuous learning 
on an organization’s ability to grow, diversify and drive revenue. 
Keeping employees engaged with the very latest approaches, ideas 
and technologies—no matter their generation—is critical to provid-
ing a highly in-tune and innovative environment that delivers the 
very best results for clients and an ever-rewarding place to work for 
our employees.” •

As their business broadens, fi rms tackle careerlong education  BY CHRISTINE BUNISH

TRAINING THE NEXT GENERATION

Sarah Barrett

Maree Prendergast
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B-TO-B MARKETING

W hen Dow Water & Process Solutions decided to make its first foray into 
social media marketing, Kimberly Kupiecki, global communications 
director for the company, spent some time looking at its existing mar-

keting materials.
“We had a lot of content, but it wasn’t in sharable format,” Ms. Kupiecki says. Since 

she knew social media was a solid way to explain an esoteric topic—in this case water 
separation and purification—she turned to her PR agency, Gibbs & Soell, for help 
formulating a social media strategy and developing content that could be amplified 
via social channels. 

The PR firm came up with an infographics strategy, taking internal research and 
turning it into graphics that have gotten picked up by mainstream media and publi-
cations. It also helped Dow Water put together a social media team that curates the 
company’s story and puts a human face on a very technical product. 

Ms. Kupiecki is part of a growing number of b-to-b marketers looking to public 
relations firms to develop their social media efforts and expand their marketing pro-
grams. Today, an increasing number of PR firms are joining the ranks of social media 
boutique firms and ad agencies that help b-to-b marketers reach their targeted audiences 
via social media and mobile marketing—with strong results internally and externally.

It’s a critical step for b-to-b marketers. If social media isn’t part of b-to-b marketers’ 
plans this year, they’ll have a lot of catching up to do, according to a recent study. More 
than a third (37%) of marketers surveyed by Ad Age sibling publication BtoB said they 
will be very involved with social media in 2014, while another 10% said they will be 
fully integrating social media with their marketing campaigns, up from 22% and 4%, 
respectively, this year. Unfortunately, even with this increased interest and planning, 
many b-to-b marketers aren’t always prepared to take advantage of social media. That’s 
where PR firms come in. 

TELL ME A STORY
If you look at how many companies use social media, it’s clear that they are doing some 
of the same things that PR is traditionally used for: branding, engaging customers and 
prospects, damage control and building long-term relationships. 

One of the biggest benefits that PR brings to social media—and a main reason that 
companies are using public relations firms’ services—is storytelling. Today, since many 
marketers operate under a siloed marketing approach, the ability to craft a specific 
story and extend it across multiple platforms and venues is key. In fact, this storytelling 
strategy provides the sight lines that many companies lack in their social media efforts, 
says Steve Halsey, principal and managing director of Gibbs & Soell’s business consult-
ing practice. “Our clients come in knowing they have something that’s broken, but they 
don’t know what it is or how to fix it,” he says. “We are able to connect their business 
strategy with the communications strategy across channels.” 

For most, that starts with assessing business goals and having a discussion about 
how social media and mobile marketing can augment existing PR and marketing ef-
forts. Any new effort should start with metrics, says Tracey Parry, senior VP and part-
ner at Airfoil. “We make the case of what a measurable campaign looks like, including 
digital and social channels. We paint the picture of how the entire program will work, 
and measurement is key.”  

Once the client understands how PR and social fit together and that both are mea-
surable alone and combined, PR firms can help marketers understand that social me-
dia isn’t just about sharing announcements in a new channel. 

 “Those in the b-to-b world don’t want to be told about news; they want to under-
stand the story behind it, regardless of the platform. We don’t look at social media as 
a channel-specific approach. We look at it from a strategic approach,” says Mark Eber, 

partner and CEO at IMRE. “If you want b-to-b audiences to talk about your brand, 
give them relevant stories. As an agency, our focus is on finding those stories and build-
ing the indirect storytelling models to help us shape that knowledge-sharing. Social 
media is not just your in-your-face, top-down announcement marketing that has hap-
pened in the b-to-b marketing space.”  

The other element to a successful social strategy is finding the right tone so clients 
can forge long-term relationships. “You can’t use the same syntax and tone in social 
media that you’d use on a press release,” says Trudy Kremer, founding director of Jack-
son Spalding’s JS Cultivation division. 

Of course, some PR-led social media and mobile efforts are designed to do what 
basic PR campaigns have always done: Get journalists and bloggers to write about a 
client, says Adam Snyder, director of digital and social strategy at Burson-Marsteller. 

For instance, his firm was recently charged with publicizing a global financial cli-
ent’s survey results. “We took over their Twitter handle for a few days and reached out 
to media directly,” Mr. Snyder says. The PR differentiator was that every tweet that 
went out included information about stories and posts that the journalists had previ-
ously published. “It was like, ‘So-and-so, you recently wrote about X. Take a look at 
our study and see what you think.’ ” Over the course of two weeks the survey link was 
clicked on more than 500 times.  

It’s because of this kind of reach that some PR agencies are including social strategy 
in campaign planning that may not—on the surface—look like they should have a so-
cial element. Airfoil’s Ms. Parry says that her team, for instance, is making sure that any 
speaking engagements include a “tweet-worthy quote” to encourage journalists and 
other brand influencers to share liberally on social media. “It ensures that influencers 
who cannot be in that room but are active on Twitter or LinkedIn are disseminating 
that message,” she says. 

Before a single story can be shared, however, marketers need to know about any 
existing social media messaging that’s happening focused on the company—with or 
without its knowledge. That is why most PR firms start any new social media engage-
ments with a social media audit. 

STARTING WITH THE BASICS
PR firms will assess what a company is doing organically, checking to see who has been 
tweeting on behalf of or about a client. During this step it’s not uncommon to find 
rogue Twitter handles, Facebook pages and YouTube accounts created by employees, 
customers or, worst case, detractors. The next step is finding the subject matter experts 
inside the client’s doors, says Dave Black, exec VP at Voce Communications, a Porter 
Novelli company. “First you uncover who has the proclivity,” he says. 

This doesn’t mean “throwing the first 20-something who walks in the door” at 
social media efforts, says Peter Finn, founding partner at Finn Partners. “You can’t 
have someone working on social media or mobile marketing who isn’t immersed in 
the brand first.” 

It’s only when everyone at a company—and everyone who works with a compa-
ny—understands the benefits of social media that a campaign and a strategy can be 
successful, says Scott Chaikin, Dix & Eaton’s chairman-CEO. “Right now reminds me 
a lot of the period 10 to 15 years ago when b-to-b marketers were wondering why they 
needed a website. Marketers know they need social marketing, but they are not exactly 
sure why.

“From our point of view there shouldn’t be a PR program that doesn’t have a social 
media mechanism,” Mr. Chaikin says. “It’s up to us as PR firms to help our clients build 
their own internal competencies while continuing our legacy of being content creators 
and storytellers.” •

Marketers turn to PR firms to create successful online strategies  BY KAREN J. BANNAN

MASTERING SOCIAL IN B-TO-B
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